Rail mounted table with folding leg (reimo style)
Tools required:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Drill / Driver
2mm Drill Bit
Pencil
Ruler

A folding table leg used in conjunction with a 900mm table rail and table clips is the most popular way to install a
table into a campervan. It provides a stable platform and due to the long length of rails used can also allow the table
to be fitted in several positions along the rail. Sometimes multiple rails can be fitted to allow the table to be used in
different positions inside and outside the van.

We sell a variety of folding leg designs, as well as different rail designs, these can be mixed and matched to your
requirements.

instructions:
Assembly and fitting:
Regardless of the table rail design there are a few points worth observing for best results when constructing and
installing your table.
When fitting the table clips ensure they are set in slightly from the outside edge 1 maintaining a good distance apart.
Avoid having the clips too close together as this will result in a less stable table.

We don’t supply screws when you purchase tables leg and rails. This is because of the varying thicknesses of table
tops and also because the leg and rail bases also having different thicknesses. - Even a 1mm difference in thickness
can result in a screw penetrating the table top surface, however the screws also want to be as long as possible to give
maximum strength. Aim for a screw size that terminates approximately 2-3mm below of the top surface. As an
example, we often use 3.5mm x 12mm countersunk screws with 15mm furniture board.
Alternatively, we do sell a range of pre-assembled table sets completely made up with table top, table leg and rail.
If you are making your own table top or have purchased a table top separately take note of the edge trim joint
position. Try to have the joint in the table top trim on the same side as the table clips, this makes the joint less obvious
when the table is in use. 2
Secure the table leg in place at least 30mm-50mm from the back edge of the table top, this will make the leg less likely
to be kicked or knocked when in use. 3

The table leg should be extended and un locked before the table is clipped onto the rail. The table fixings clip onto the
rail and can be locked in place by engaging the plastic levers that are attached to the table clips.
If you have a central support to the rail (Reimo design) with an inner sprung clip, then the this should be facing
upward 4 this takes away vibration in the table when used with the vehicle travelling. It also stops the table from
sliding when in place.

Make sure that when fitting the table rail, it is fitted at least 20mm below any overhanging worktop, otherwise it is
hard to clip the table in place. 5

Mito table rail set
Our new rails are fitted slightly differently Reimo Rail set covered earlier, however a lot of the previous information
regarding the clips and legs is worth observing.

Fitting:
First fit the central support clip 6 screw in place where you plan for the centre of the rail to be positioned. This clip is
fitted to support the centre of the rail so that it doesn’t move or bend when in use.
Slide the length of aluminium rail onto the clip. The rail can easily be cut to length if you require a shorter length

Once the rail has been secured onto the centre clip, slide the thin corrugated plastic lock-off into the grove on the
underside of the rail. The Corrugated plastic lock-off is free to slide the length of the rail. It is used to lock the table in
place and stop the table sliding on the rail.

Make sure you select the correct end frame (the rail end pieces are handed and will only fit one way). The inner frame
is screwed in place 7 and then the outer case is clipped on top 8

The rail assembly is now complete. 9

Fix the table clips onto the underside of the table with screws suitable to the tables thickness.
To connect the table to the rail first position the corrugated plastic lock-off in the position you want the right hand clip
to located on the rail. 10

Holding the table in front of you extend the table leg perpendicular to the table top. Now angle the clip end of the
table top downward and hook the clips over the rail.
Drop the table flat, the clips lock onto the corrugated plastic look-off to hold the table steady.

Sequoia free standing leg system
The Sequoia design is quite a step forward compared to the older friction fit of tapered leg and collars often used in
Campervans and Motorhomes. The Sequoia design creates a much more stable island leg as it is physically locked in
place. It is also very versatile in its positioning as it doesn’t need to have a large hole drilled through the floor to
accommodate the collar, as many older designs require.

Fitting:
First decide on a suitable position for the floor plate. The Plate is secured in place with the supplied countersunk
screws. 11 As the screws are quite thick pilot each hole into the ply floor with a 4mm drill bit.
The floor plate has a neat cover cap that twists in place when the table isn’t required. 12

The table leg twists and locks into the floor plate. The grooved black collar is then threaded down and tightened
against the floor plate creating a strong, stable joint. 13

The upper collar is screwed permanently to the table top and allows a stable table platform to be created. The collar is
pushed down onto the table leg and locks in place. There is a sprung loaded clip to ensure there is no slack or
movement in the joint. 14

The table set can be erected and taken down quickly and easily and most importantly the design generates a very
stable table platform. 15

Swan leg free standing table
The fact that the Swan leg is secured onto the side wall of the van makes the design particularly stable. However, the
positioning of these table sets is limited due to their need to have a strong vertical surface for the leg brackets to be
fixed into.
The sets are particularly suited to the VW T5/6 which has a strong little upstand just inside the sliding door. This
position also allows the table to be swung outside of the van, great for those warmer days when the BBQ is in full use,
giving you somewhere to rest drinks and cooked food, away from young children and hungry pets.

Fitting:
The side bracket must first be fixed to the metal upstand at the base of the passenger side wall pillar.
The bracket is fixed at a height of approximately 190mm and the lower bracket is positioned to be vertically below.

The metal side wall is quite thick so will need to be piloted with a 3mm drill bit. 16
The 18mm x 3.5mm countersunk screws in the kit are used to fix the side bracket, and the 10mm x 3.5mm pan heads
are used to fix the floor bracket. 17
The table leg is then slotted into the upper and lower brackets.

